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Symposium/Culture against Apartheid: Athens, Greece, September 2-4, 1988

I must begin by expressing my appreciation to the Special Committee

Against Apartheid of the United Nations for arranging this Symposium,

and my thanks to the Greek Government for kindly hosting it. I would

also like to express my appreciation to the Minister of Culture,

Madame Melina Merkouri for chairing this Symposium. I extend a

tribute to the Secretariat for preparing symposium documents to be

available prior to the Conference. If I do not refer to some of the

specific achievements of past activities, this is because they are

already admirably covered in the material provided in advance.

Of course, special thanks must also be expressed to the people

of South Africa who are gallantly conducting the struggle for liberation,

particularly in sport and culture with which I have been associated

for many years.

This discussion is taking place at a time when a great deal of

re-examination is taking place inside South Africa. The apartheid

regime is being compelled to re-examine its mechanisms of oppression.

At the same time, the liberation movement is re-defining its own

position - the most significant example being the amplification and

re-examinations of the Freedom Charter currently being undertaken.

And, of course, there is the lively debate involving the re-examination

of a Call for a Boycott in Culture, in Sport, and in Academia.

It is to the issue of the Cultural Boycott, with special reference

to sport, that I wish to direct my attention at this stage. By way of

preface, let me say that I firmly support the position adopted by the

United Nations which has been fully supported by the South African

Non-Racial Olympic Committee [SAN-ROC], and by the South African

Council On Sport [SACOS].
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The boycott debate continues both inside and outside South Africa.

The United Nations has adopted a series of Resolutions on this issue.

Guidelines were issued by the Special Committee Against Apartheid who

has "the responsibility for monitoring and implementing cultural

boycotts". The Committee has implemented a Register of Sports Contacts

This may well be the prelude

with South Africa and a Register of Entertainers who have performed in

apartheid South Africa. Cultural boycott violators may have their names

'deleted if they "write to the Special Committee advising it that they

will refuse in the future to engage in such activities in South Africa

until apartheid is eradicated".

A loophole may exist regarding people writing to the Special Committee

after having enjoyed the benefits of going to South Africa. I suggest

that immediate name-removal from the Register upon receipt of written

advisement should not apply to those who are informed about the

Cultural Boycott prior to going to South Africa. A special category

should be created for them and a carefully considered follow-up

policy implemented.

A Conference is currently being planned in New Jersey, U.S.A. at

which the American Councif for the Arts is to sponsor a $100,000.00

national convention to develop a "united arts front" to discuss "how to

foster international cultural relations".

to an attack on the Cultural Boycott.

A resolution was adopted by the African Literature Association at its

13th Annual Conference at the University of Pittsburgh which might offer

useful guidelines to follow. The resolution both binds the Association

not to collaborate with racist apartheid institutions in South Africa

and commits the Association to support those in South Africa who are

opposed to apartheid in education and culture. Clearly a vigorous response

is needed in both culture and sport. With regard to sport, I am pleased

to say that I have had considerable experience.
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I was directly associated with the actions taken by the Special

Committee and General Assembly from 1967 onwards; and with activities

in South Africa from 1958 when the forerunner of SAN-ROC, the South

African Sports Association [SASA] was formed.

Notwithstanding the important progress that has been made in the

field of the sports boycott, much remains to be done. Our most

important achievement to date has been our exclusion of apartheid

South Africa from the Olympic Games from 1970 onwards. In fact,

apartheid South Africa has been excluded from the Olympics ever since

the Rome Olympics in 1960. The racists have thus been excluded for

28 years. It is fitting that we should celebrate this fact in the

country which is the birthplace both of the ancient and modern

Olympics, and I am delighted to do so.

But more remains to be done. Indeed, I believe the time is

appropriate for a new and powerful thrust in this field; and one

which will inject a new dynamism into the fight against racism and

apartheid in sport. Notwithstanding our major successes, we have

still suffered a number of minor defeats, because the racists and

their allies have been able to find loopholes in the Cordon Sanitaire

which we have thrown around the evil system. They have been able

to break through it, often by bribing others to collaborate with them.

Hence, after our initial successes we have suffered a variety

of minor defeats and a period of comparative stagnation has set in

subsequent to 1976. It will be remembered that in 1976, at the

Montreal Olympics, we saw a most impressive demonstration of

solidarity with our struggle by the countries of Africa which sent

a message across the world.
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I believe that the minor defeats we have suffered in the subsequent

period may have been a consequence of insufficient forward movement

of those of us who are opposed to apartheid. I believe that it is

time to go on the attack. I believe it is possible to do so by a

very specific initiative, which I now wish to propose, and I request

this Conference to consider carefully.

I believe the time ~as come for the non-racial bodies in South

Africa, and particularly SACOS, in association with SAN-ROC, to

initiate an application for membership of the International Olympic

Committee. I can think of no better place to start this intiative,

than here in Greece and at this Seminar.

I realize that two objections may well be offered to this proposal;

and I therefore wish to consider them now. One is the question of

whether such an action will not be in violation of the new Resolutions

adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on the question

of a Cultural Boycott. The second is the policy as enunciated in

South Africa of "no normal sport in an abnormal soceity". I submit

that to initiate action, to explore membership of the IOC would be

in violation of neither of these two positions. It is necessary to

think carefully of what we propose to do, and also to think carefully

of what precisely is meant by the two positions that I have enunciated.

To understand them better, it is important to recall the twin

principles on which the fight for international recognition was

launched in October of 1958 at the first meeting which gave rise to

the South African Sports Association [SASA] in East London and to its

inaugural meeting in Durban, in January of 1959.
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We understood very clearly that our attack was a two-pronged

one; (1) we would seek membership of the existing South African

Olympic Committee which was exclusively white and (2) seek international

recognition for all South Africans through the existing bodies. If

that failed, we would appeal to the international sporting bodies,

both for the expulsion of the existing racist bodies and for the

admission to the international sporting community for the non-racial

South African bodies open to all South Africans. We need to re-assert

that strategy.

By seeking membership of the IOC for SACOS/SAN-ROC, we will be

doing precisely what we set out to do thirty years ago. Nor will

we be contravening the principle of "no normal sport in an abnormal

society". For it is not participation we are seeking at this stage,

but membership. An application for membership will do two important

things: (1) it will assert the right of the non-racial bodies to

take their rightful place in the international sporting community and

(2) it will compel all other national sports bodies to take a position

either in support of or against non-racial sport. I believe this will

be an important challenge to the international sports community.

At the same time, it will have two important internal effects

inside South Africa: (1) it will generate greater efforts to unify

sports bodies in South Africa and their demand for recognition, and

(2) it will compel a large number of South Africans currently allied

with racist sports bodies to recognize that their only hope for

participation in international sport is to take a clear stand against

racism, and in support of non-racial sport. I predict that this

challenge will send a powerful thrust through the entire South African

society and will contribute to black and white uniting in an increasingly

strong challenge to apartheid in sport.
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Let me stress that our application is for membership and not

participation. But it is certain that the application for membership

and the attainment of membership will in itself make an important

contribution to the stage of participation by all South Africans in

all international sport when the apartheid sports bodies no longer exist.

It must be stressed that our goal has never been to achieve a

stalemate. We are not content with a situation where both the racist

and non-racial bodies are excluded from international sport. The time

must come when South Africa will be a normal society in which normal

sport can take place. This is the goal to which we must constantly

press forward. We cannot settle in either stagnation or frustration.

In sport, while it is important to participate, it is also important

to win. Our goal must be to win the struggle against apartheid.

In the relentless struggle to destroy Apartheid and build a

free democratic, non-racial South Africa, the boycotts in culture and

sport are important.

a free South Africa.

They represent a significant contribution towards

The international community, cooperating with

the people of South Africa, has a vital role in this work.
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RESOLUTION 35/206E of 16 December, 1980/United Nations' Cultural,
Academic and Other Boycotts of South Africa

Citations:

"1. Requests all States to take steps to prevent all cultural,
academic, sporting and other exchanges with South Africa;"

"5. Encourages anti-apartheid and solidarity movements in their
campaigns for cultural, academic, and sports boycotts of
South Africa;"
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